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Abstract

Heterogeneous catalysis is a topic very studied in science. Its application in technologies of energy conversion, water purification, chemical synthesis, car catalytic converter and so on is studied. Recently, the TiO$_2$ material in anatase and rutile phases has been used extensively in photocatalytic systems; its band-gap is localized in visible and ultra-violet spectra, proportioning a good material for generation of chemical radicals. Nowadays, the density functional theory (DFT) is shown as a great tool to simulate all types of materials and the possibilities to simulate bulk and surfaces of materials importance in last few decades. Recently, quantum periodic calculations based on DFT methods have been widely used to simulate materials and the main functionals applied are PBE, PBE0 and B3LYP; they are important for doping and adsorption theoretical investigations and are present in various simulation programs, such as, Crystal, Wien, Vasp and others. This methodology has investigate the influence of dangling bonds, cationic and anionic doping, charge transfer, surface energy and more quantum properties. Quantum chemistry tools, in particular, DFT methods, are key points to develop high quality research and technology once theoretical calculations are important to guide and understand the molecular design in photocatalysis.
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1. Introduction

Over the last few decades, the field of photocatalysis has assumed a remarkable importance in environmental topics, mainly on technologies based on the capability of use of the main supply of energy on Earth: solar irradiation. In this case, the solar light can be used to activate a chemical process of radicals species, destroy undesired compounds or be transformed in chemical energy; for example, hydrogen production from H₂O [1, 2]. The aim of this field was initially motivated by the oil crisis, which promoted the research about alternative energy sources. In addition, the concern about pollution has attracted a recent economical, political and scientific interest because of the toxicological potential of recalcitrant compounds for environmental contamination, as well as for animal and human health. Thus, eco-friendly methods became a fundamental topic, being the advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) the most powerful tool to destroy recalcitrant synthetic species due to high reactive potential of photoinduced radicals, which allows the extinction of a wide range of compounds [1, 3, 4].

Nowadays, heterogeneous photocatalysis proved its efficiency to degrade chemical contaminants through a photoinduced reaction in the presence of a semiconductor photocatalyst. This method was originated in the decade of 1970 when Fujishima and Honda described the water splitting by photoelectrochemical cell containing TiO₂ [5]. Posteriorly, the scientific and technological interest in such methods has exponentially increased, TiO₂ being the widely used semiconductor material for charge carriers generation due to the photostability, chemical and biologically inert nature, availability and low cost. Such material can be found/synthetized in anatase, rutile and brookite phases, anatase being a polymorph, the most prominent candidate for photocatalytic applications. Anatase TiO₂ is an n-type semiconductor with indirect band gap of around 3.2 eV. Several reasons were proposed to explain the higher photocatalytic efficiency of anatase polymorph, such as increased surface area, –OH group concentrations and electronic structure features. In particular, the electronic features have been shown as the key advantages of anatase TiO₂ mainly related to the band edge positions, which allow the reduction or oxidation of protons from water creating –OH radicals as intermediate in the photo-oxidation reactions to break organic compounds because of high oxidation potential [1, 6, 7].

However, due to large band gap (3.2 eV), anatase TiO₂ absorbs only UV light above 400 nm, which amounts for 4–5% of the solar photons. To enable the effective use of solar radiation in photocatalytic process with TiO₂, much effort has been directed to the narrowing of band gap from UV to the visible spectra range. Such efforts include the crystal shape engineering and the doping or co-doping process. Recently, a lot of theoretical and experimental studies have been developed to investigate metals (Fe, Cr, V, Mo, Re, Ru, Mn, Co, Rh) and non-metals (N, S, B, C, F) doping effects on electronic structure of anatase TiO₂ photocatalysts [7–9]. In the metal doping process, the theoretical and experimental reports suggest that a redshift of the band gap occurs due to the insertion of a new electronic band closer to the conduction band minimum (CBM) improving the photocatalytic properties. Despite narrowing of the band gap, foreign cations frequently act as recombination center, suggesting that significant improvements in the photocatalytic efficiency are possible only at low concentration of dopants [10–12]. Alternatively, the coupling of TiO₂ with another semiconductor (SnO₂, WO₃, CdS and others) is commonly
used as an approach to improve the photocatalytic efficiency through the band structure mismatch, which allows a physical separation between the photoinduced charge carriers, reducing the recombination rate. On the other hand, for non-metal doping, there are three different main opinions about the band-gap narrowing that can be related to the shift of valence band maximum (VBM), creation of impurity levels or oxygen vacancies [7–9].

Therefore, the main challenge in titania-assisting photocatalytic process remains on the tailoring of their electronic structure in order to improve and stabilize the photoinduced reactions. From a lot of experimental and theoretical researches, it is possible to investigate the understating of the main features of these complex reactions, such as the control and engineering of band gap, band edges, charge transport and recombination rate. In this aspect, theoretical analyses are helpful due to the precision of quantum mechanics-based methods to predict structural-electronic properties and its changes from chemical compounds. For example, recently it was published in manuscripts announcing the reliability of density functional theory (DFT) methods to research the band structure distribution, band-gap evaluation and engineering, electron-hole transport and dielectric constant, which are key properties of semiconductor photocatalytics. Besides the theoretical endeavor to investigate and predict bulk, surface chemistry, electronic structure and other properties have played a fundamental role in the understanding of morphological transformations and crystal growth, as well as for adsorption and reaction phenomena [13–15].

In this chapter, we propose a theoretical point of view about the photocatalytic properties of TiO$_2$, focusing on the evaluation of electronic structure parameters for both bulk and surface-oriented materials. The following sections are dedicated to explain (i) the mechanism of titania-assisted photocatalytic properties, (ii) benchmark of DFT methods on the investigation of photoinduced properties and (iii) theoretical results and discussion for different TiO$_2$ models.

1.1. Basic mechanism of TiO$_2$ photocatalysis

Photo-driven processes, such as used in photocatalytic and photovoltaic devices, are based on the conversion of light energy into other forms of energy such as electricity (solar cells) or chemical compounds (photocatalysis, water splitting, CO$_2$ reduction and others). These technologies, mainly photocatalytic processes, require the semiconductor electronic structure for the light absorption and conduction of the photoinduced charge carriers. In a molecular point of view, the general mechanism behind such devices can be divided in three steps: (i) light adsorption; (ii) electron-hole dissociation and (iii) charge carriers dynamic [1, 2, 13].

In the first step, commonly described as light adsorption, the light interacts with the electronic structure of the semiconductor. In this case, the light wavelength must be equal to or higher than the band gap, the energy difference between VB and CB, to promote an electron (e$^-$) from the VB to CB, inducing an electronic vacancy in the VB, denominated as hole (h$^+$). The electron-hole pair interacts through a Coulomb attraction and plays a fundamental role in subsequent steps, controlling the photocatalytic efficiency of semiconductors. Especially for sunlight absorption, an optimum band gap is required due to the light wavelength commonly found in solar radiation. For the solar-driven photocatalysis, the optimum band gap belongs to the range between 1.6 and 2.5 eV. In addition, for photoinduced reactions, another compromise
needs to be achieved: besides the band-gap value, the energy of the electron/hole should be high enough to perform the given reactions. These chemical potentials depend on the position of energy levels in the semiconductor, which is one of the key advantages of TiO\(_2\) among other semiconductors because both the reduction of protons (\(E_{\text{NHE}}(\text{H}^+ / \text{H}_2) = 0.0\) ev) and the oxidation of water (\(E_{\text{NHE}}(\text{O}_2/\text{H}_2\text{O}) = 1.2\) ev) can be activated simultaneously. Moreover, the superficial –OH groups can act as donor species to generate OH\(^*\) radicals that have a very high oxidation potential, which enables the subsequent reactions used in chemical decontamination [1, 6, 9, 13].

Another important feature associated with the optical excitation corresponds to the band-gap nature, which plays an important role in the absorption coefficient of the semiconductor. For semiconductors the band gap can be direct or indirect, depending upon the localization of the VBM and CBM along the Brillouin zone. In photocatalysis, the band-gap nature is important in the recombination of photo-generated electrons and holes due to differences in the electron decay from CBM. For semiconductors with direct band gap, such as rutile TiO\(_2\), the recombination of the charge carriers emits a photon once the CBM and VBM are located in the same \(k\) vector. However, for indirect band-gap semiconductors such as anatase, the recombination is assisted by a phonon due to the difference between CBM and VBM, making the direct recombination difficult between excited electrons and holes, which results in an increased electron-hole lifetime. As a key result, the diffusion rate and the reaction time of the excited electron hole in indirect semiconductor also increase, making them promising candidates with superior photocatalytic performance than direct semiconductors [16, 17].

In the next step, the electron and hole have to be dissociated to obtain free charge carriers, which will be used in the electron transport of the device. This dissociation depends on the electron-hole binding energy (\(E_b\)) that is inversely proportional to the semiconductor dielectric constant. If we assume that the electron-hole dissociation will be made by the thermal energy, \(E_b\) should be lower than \(k_B T\) (\(k_B =\) Boltzmann constant and \(T =\) absolute temperature) around 25 meV at room temperature, and the semiconductor must have a dielectric constant around 10. For TiO\(_2\), both rutile and anatase polymorphs have a superior dielectric constant, which enables a lower binding energy between the electron holes, making the dissociation easier [13, 16].

The final step corresponds to the diffusion of free charge carriers. In this step, the electron and the hole are transported to their active sites where they will be used before the recombination [1, 6, 13, 16]. The diffusion (\(D\)) is strictly related to the mobility (\(\mu\) – Eq. (1)) of the charge carrier which in turn is linked to the effective mass (\(m^*\)) and the collision time (\(\tau\)) of the charge carrier (Eq. (2)). Therefore, \(D\) is increased if the effective mass of the photogenerated carriers becomes lighter resulting in enhanced photocatalytic efficiency. Furthermore, the ratio between the effective mass of electrons (\(m_e^*\)) and holes (\(m_h^*\)) is a powerful tool to predict the electron/hole pair stability with respect to the recombination process. In this case, a larger effective mass difference induces distinct mobility, which reduces the electron-hole pair recombination, increasing the photocatalytic efficiency [13, 14, 17, 18].

\[
D = \frac{k_B T}{e}
\] (1)
\[ \mu = e \frac{v}{m} \]  

(2)

However, the simulations involving scattering process are very expensive and the evaluation of mobility of charge carriers requires an alternative approach. The effective mass can be associated with the band curvature at the top of the VB or at the bottom of CB. For a single isotropic and parabolic band, the effective mass can be obtained through the expression:

\[ \frac{1}{m} = \frac{1}{\hbar} \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial k^2} \]  

(3)

Therefore, \( m_e^* \) can be obtained by fitting the bottom of the conduction band, whereas \( m_h^* \) corresponds to the fitting along the top valence band. In order to acquire the validity of the parabolic approximation within the CBM and VBM regions, the parabolic fitting must be done within an energy difference around 26 meV near to the CBM and VBM, corresponding to the thermal dissociation energy of carriers at room temperature [18, 19].

### 2. Theoretical methods and density functional theory

The theoretical methods based on quantum mechanical simulations are an important tool to evaluate material properties, mainly at the molecular level. Historically, the development of new materials to technological applications appears as a difficult task which requests a long time of studies. Meanwhile, the theoretical-computational method plays the traditional role of study of materials already discovered. However, the technological advancement is extremely dependent on development of new materials, once such materials are responsible for the improvement of available technologies. Front of such need, the theoretical methods helped chemists and physicist on the development materials at higher speed; it was possible once the theoretical investigation provides the materials characteristic and the limitations to its applications [20–22]. A large number of computational methods is available for investigation of material properties; however, in the last three decades, the use of DFT has changed the world because it offers an excellent relation between results precision and calculation time. The importance of this theory on material investigation is evidenced by the number of manuscripts based on its application since is very superior than the number of manuscripts based on Hartree-Fock (HF) and semi-empirical methods simulations as for inorganic chemistry as for organic compounds [20, 21, 23].

#### 2.1. Density functional theory

The material properties can be evaluated through several computational approaches, such as molecular dynamics, \textit{ab initio} methods and semi-empirical methods. The calculations based on molecular dynamics evaluated the system properties based on the behavior of ball-and-springs model under application of a force external field to atoms representation. In turn, the \textit{ab initio} and semi-empirical methods employ different approaches to solve the Schrödinger Equation and for the obtainment of system wave function (\( \Psi \)) [24]. Particularly, the DFT system inter-
Interpretation is not based on wave-function ($\Psi$), once it assumes the system total energy as a single functional of electronic density ($\rho$). Poorly, this theory can be simplified in two basic postulates [24, 25]:

i. The density functional ($\rho$) determines exactly and completely all the ground state properties for a system. Thus, $\rho$ is only dependent on three variables that determine the position ($x$, $y$, and $z$);

$$\rho(x, y, z) = E_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

ii. Any function for electronic density will have energy greater than or equal to the ground state energy for a real system.

$$E_{\nu} [\rho_0] \geq E_0 [\rho_0]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Nevertheless, the analytical function for electronic density is not yet known and the electronic density is obtained by HF equations for achievement of $\rho$ by a self-consistent field (SCF) method. Hence, the HF method is very similar to DFT so that the difference lies in the equation’s formalism. Although this similarity was observed, the DFT shows highest precision and low time (computational cost) regarding HF simulations due to number of variables in each methodology. The HF and semi-empirical methods employ a high number of variables for a system investigation; the number of variables is in the $4n$ order, where $n$ refers to the number of electrons in the system. In turn, DFT is dependent on three variables [20, 22, 24, 25].

Actually, the quantum calculation based on DFT applied the theorem developed by Kohn and Sham (KS) in 1965; the KS equation describes all the functional theories (Eq. (6)) and their representation for molecular orbitals (Eq. (7)). In such equations, $\nabla^2$ is the kinetic energy for non-interacting electrons; $u(r)$ refers to classic Coulomb potential for a density of $n$ electrons; $d$ refers to the system space and $\phi$ corresponds to molecular orbital [26]. The KS equation was applied on two different systems; the first considers that there are no interactions between electrons, whereas the other assumes that such interactions are observed. The obtained results for both systems indicate a significant difference of energy between them. In order to correct this difference, the exchange-correlation term ($E_{XC}$) was inserted in DFT formulism; the $E_{XC}$ consists of the sum of kinetic and potential energy difference between interacting and non-interacting systems. In terms of system interpretation, this energy refers to 1% of system total energy, and its physical meaning is the interaction between electrons in the investigate compound. Thus, DFT describes 100% of system total energy.

$$E_{KS} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_i \left[ d^3 r \rho_i^2 (r) \nabla^2 \phi_i (r) + \int d^3 r \frac{1}{2} u(r) + V_{ext}(r) \right] \rho(r) + E_{XC} [\rho]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$\left[ -\frac{1}{2} \nabla^2 + V_{eff}(r) \right] \phi_i (r) = E_i^{KS} (r) \phi_i (r)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
The main characteristic of $E_{XC}$ is the possibility of description by several forms dependent on what exchange-correlation functional was employed. Thereby, the choice of a functional to describe $E_{XC}$ has a giant effect on material properties evaluation, as offering better results and as offering a reduction in computational cost. The first functionals are called local functionals and are based on an electron cloud model to represent the system electronic density; among its class of functionals, stands out the local density approximation (LDA)/local spin density approximation (LSDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [20, 22, 25, 27, 28]. Further ahead, the use of hybrid functionals gains force due to high proximity to experimental results.

2.1.1. Exchange-correlation functionals

The $E_{XC}$ term can be described in several forms according to the employed functional. Recently, the functionals are classified as local, non-local and hybrid functionals. Among the local approximations, stands out the LDA that is a general approach to represent the electron gas model and offers a simple description of exchange correlation at local character. The employment of LDA functional results in exact values for system kinetic energy shows better results when applied to a system where $\rho$ slowly changes similar to a uniform electron gas. It is observed because of the LDA evaluates a real system, in which electronic density is $E_{\rho}(\mathbf{r})$, by a homogeneous electrons gas system with the same density. Although such representation is valid, the density $\rho$ becomes independent of position since the electrons are evenly distributed in the system. Hence, the investigation of real system by LDA functional is not accurate and over-estimates the correlation energy at 100%. The non-local functionals are developed in order to correct this failure [24, 25]. Furthermore, the LSDA is also a local description of the $E_{XC}$ term and is very similar to LDA; both functionals are based on electron gas model but the LSDA includes the electron spins to system properties determination [20, 24].

The non-local functionals were developed aiming to correct the LDA failures in representation of real system. These approaches are based on a charge gradient and are also commonly known as corrected gradient functional. Among the non-local approximations, stands out the GGA which uses the electronic density gradient; this gradient consists of the first derivative of $\rho$ as a function of its position. The GGA functional obtains the $E_{XC}$ terms by the sum of correlation energy ($E_C$) and exchange energy ($E_X$), both negative values. The GGA functionals offer better results than LDA and LSDA approximations since the relation between $\rho$ and position is considered. Compared to LDA and LSDA approximations, the GGA shows a deviation of 1% for system $E_{XC}$ once the electronic density distribution is treated in real form and not as an electron gas model [25, 29, 30]. However, the results presented by GGA approximations can be improved from Correlations (Becke Functionals) and Exchange Functionals (LYP and P86) [24].

Ultimately, the other class of functionals is known as hybrid functionals. Such functional employs Hartree-Fock method parameters to determine the $E_{XC}$ energy. The first hybrid functional was the half-half functional which was developed by Becke, and it was developed by a linear description of electronic density. However, this functional shows several limitations. Thus, in 1993, Becke proposes the B3PW91 model that uses three empirical parameters...
\(a = 0.20, \ b = 0.72\) and \(c = 0.81\) to adequately the theoretical results to experimental results combined to Perdew and Wang correction gradient (PW91). This new functional has excellent results compared to half-half functional due to its more precise description of \(E_{XC}\) energy and parameterization [21, 27, 28, 31, 32].

In 1994, Frisch and co-authors adapted the LYP corrections rather than PW91 creating the B3LYP that uses the same empirical parameters of B3PW91. Such functional employs the Slater exchange plus Vosko, Wilk, Nusair (SVWN) to improve the correction proposed by LYP. In the last few years, B3LYP has become one of the most used for computational calculations because of the excellent results obtained. Another factor responsible for the wide use of hybrid functional is its versatility, and once such functional was used to investigate semiconductors, proteins, organic compounds and others [20, 21, 24, 26–28, 31–35].

The hybrid functionals are differentiated according to the percentage of parameters of the Hartree-Fock method employed in the determination of \(E_{XC}\). For example, B3LYP uses 20% of HF parametrization in its formalism. In 1996, Perdew and co-workers increased the HF percentage to 25% in PBE functional and created the PBE0 functionals. The increase in HF aims to minimize the over-estimation of factors arising from the electrons interaction; the PBE0 uses the GGA to evaluate the \(E_{XC}\) energy and it does not present adjustable parameters in its formulation (empirical parameters are defined as \(a = 0.25, \ b = 0.75\) and \(c = 1\)). Other differences regarding B3LYP is less sophisticated formulation to PBE0 [27, 36, 37]. Moreover, PBE0 has great efficiency in material properties determination.

Another functional that is largely used is the HSE which was developed by Heyd, Scuseria and Ernzerhof. This functional investigates the \(E_{XC}\) energy by slitting it in two parts: a short-range part and a long-range part. Particularly, the HSE hybrid functional employs the parameter \(\omega\) in function of Bohr radius. Thus, the short-range part is treated in the same form as that in the PBEh global hybrid, that is, it uses 25% short-range exact exchange and 75% short-range PBE exchange; whereas, the long-range part is investigated by PBE. If \(\omega\) goes to 0, the short-range part dominates and HSE reduces to PBE; if \(\omega\) goes to infinity, the short-range part disappears and HSE reduces to PBE. The use of HSE functional reduces the computational cost to obtain the exact exchange-correlation energy [38].

### 3. Materials modeling based on DFT

The employment of DFT on material modeling offers an excellent relation time \(\times\) efficiency. The efficiency is denoted by the results precision to prevision of material properties. In case of photocatalysis applications of solid-state materials, a theoretical methodology based on DFT provides important information about band gap, band-gap nature, photoinduced behavior, density and mobility for charge carriers; thus, it is possible to determine the applicability of each material in photoinduced devices and processes.

In order to evaluate these properties, it is necessary to investigate the material electronic structure. In solid-state materials, the electronic structure sorts materials as insulators, conductors and semiconductors. The formation of electronic structure of solid-state materials is
originated from interactions between all constituent atoms since the atomic energy levels are perturbed by the neighbor atoms. Thereby, in these materials, the overlap of a large number of valence atomic orbitals results in the formation of molecular orbitals with very close energy, forming a quasi-continuous band; that is, an energy band is a continuum of closely spaced electron states [39–41]. Each energy band is occupied by two electrons (α and β) as predicted by Pauli exclusion principle. In solid-state materials, the electrons are observed in the lowest energy states; the last occupied energy level refers to the top or VBM, whereas the first unoccupied energy level is the bottom or CBM. There is no electronic state in the region between the VBM and CBM and it is called the band-gap which has direct influences on conduction properties of a solid [42]. According to band-gap energy, a material is classified as conductor (band gap > 1.0 eV), semiconductor (band gap from 1.0 to 4.0 eV) and insulator (band gap 4.0 eV or higher) [40, 43].

3.1. Density of states (DOS) and band structure

The DOS analysis (Figure 1) consists of a graphical representation of packing level of energy states in a quantum system, that is, the number of states in each region of energy. A high amount of energetic states results in a high density of states on projected DOS. In general, the DOS analysis is employed to investigate the energy levels nearest to band gap. As observed in Figure 1, the band of lowest energy refers to valence band and the higher energy band is the conduction band. Besides, the DOS analysis can also provide the contribution of each atom to compose the valence and conduction bands; by contribution of this analysis, it is also possible

![Projected DOS on Ti and O atoms of anatase TiO$_2$. The region before Fermi energy ($E_F$) is the valence band and the region after −1 eV is the conduction band.](image)
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Figure 1. Projected DOS on Ti and O atoms of anatase TiO$_2$. The region before Fermi energy ($E_F$) is the valence band and the region after −1 eV is the conduction band.
to clarify the chemical bond composition and predict the electronic configuration of atoms [40–43]. Furthermore, applying the one-third of Simpson rule [44] on projected density of states for pure and doped models, it is possible to evaluate the number of available states in VB and CB. Such methods consist of numeric integration of the area under the DOS curve. Then, the number of states obtained from numeric integration is divided by unit cell volume. The values for CB and VB represent the number of available states for the formation of holes and electrons in electronic structure, respectively. According to the number of available states, a semiconductor material is classified as p-type (greater number of holes) or n-type (greater number of electrons) [44].

However, the energy bands for solid materials are not regular in all crystalline structures, and the same band can show a different energy level at each high symmetry point of Brillouin zone. Such symmetry points vary according to the spatial group of the crystalline structure and are labeled to their coordinates in space. The band structure analysis provides the energy of bands and the position of VBM and CBM. Thus, the band structure evaluation offers the band-gap nature to a material, that is, if the electron excitation occurs directly or indirectly [40]. Figure 2 presents the band structure for anatase TiO$_2$; it is observed as an indirect band-gap and that the bands are not regularly distributed at high symmetry points.

The band structure study can also provide the effective mass for a solid-state material. In general, the transfer rate of electron-hole pair is inversely proportional to their effective mass. Thereby, a great effective mass denotes a low transfer rate of carriers, whereas, a small effective mass indicates that the charge carriers are extremely stable. The stability for these carriers also promotes the migration of electron and holes, as well as inhibits their recombination. The

Figure 2. The band structure analysis for anatase TiO$_2$ shows an indirect band-gap.
effective mass of electrons and holes allows to assess indirectly the rate of charge carriers as presented in Eq. (8); in this formula, \( m^* \) is the effective mass of the charge carrier, \( k \) is the wave vector, \( \hbar \) is the reduced Planck constant and \( v \) is transfer rate of photo-generated electrons and holes. Besides, the effective mass for electrons (\( m_e \)) and holes (\( m_h \)) should be investigated regarding the CBM and VBM; such points are very important to determine the \( E_g \) for a material. The values for effective mass were calculated by a fitting parabolic function around these points (Eq. (9)); in such an equation, \( m^* \) is the effective mass of the charge carrier, \( k \) is the wave vector, \( \hbar \) is the reduced Planck constant and \( E \) refers to the energy of an electron at wave vector \( k \) in that band. In order to guarantee the validation of the parabolic approximation within the CBM and VBM, the parabolic fitting is performed considering a difference of 1 meV around the CBM and VBM regions [45–48].

\[
v = \frac{\hbar k}{m^*}
\]  
\[
m^* = \frac{\hbar^2}{\left(\frac{d^2E}{dk^2}\right)^{-1}}
\]

### 3.2. Photoinduced properties

The photoinduced properties of a solid compound determine how it interacts with electromagnetic radiation. In case of solid-state materials, a material interacts only with radiation which has energy equal to or higher than the material band gap [40, 41]. Thus, through evaluation of \( E_g \) values, it is possible to determine the characteristic type of radiation that interacts with each investigated material. Allied to the deep electronic structure investigation, it is possible to determine the bulk and surfaces of photoinduced behavior of materials and its applicability on photocatalytic process. Such a condition is essential to form the electron-hole pair (\( e^-h^+ \)), which is the precursor to start the photocatalysis process. Another point is focused on energetic stability of \( e^-h^+ \) pair, and this factor can be estimated by reduced mass; however, the half-life time is not provided.

A practical example and much discussed in literature is comparing the electronic structures of rutile and anatase TiO\(_2\) to clarify these concepts. Analyzing the band structures of both materials, we found band gaps of 3.50 and 3.80 eV (Figure 3), respectively. The minor band gap for anatase structure shows a photoinduction of \( e^-h^+ \) pair from wavelength close to 326 nm, whereas, for rutile polymorph the \( e^-h^+ \) pair is photogenerated around to 354 nm. Such difference is possible because of the major disorder associated with the TiO\(_6\) cluster of anatase phase in relation to rutile structure; the displacement of Ti atom from central position of the unit cell in anatase causes modification in electronic structure through overlap between oxygen 2p orbitals and titanium 3d orbitals. This overlap orients to TiO\(_6\) cluster to a TiO\(_5\) configuration, while, in rutile phase this effect is smaller. However, the anatase TiO\(_2\) has an indirect band gap and rutile TiO\(_2\) shows a direct band gap indicating that for anatase the \( e^-h^+ \) pair recombination process is less possible because it requires a photon-phonon coupling and in rutile structure such phenomenon is direct, that is, localized in the same symmetric region. Thus, for anatase structure as photoinduction energy required to make the \( e^-h^+ \) pair as possibility of its recombination are more favorable than rutile phase. Now, let us evaluate the...
energetic stability of the $e^-h^*$ pair photoinduced through effective mass. The effective mass for electron and hole charge carriers calculated for anatase phase was 0.46 and 0.14, respectively; then, the electron/hole ratio is 3.29, indicating that $e^-h^*$ pair is favorable in anatase phase as carriers. Nevertheless, for rutile structure, this effective mass for electron and hole carriers is 0.65 and 0.32, respectively; likewise, the electron/hole ratio is 2.03 showing that the $e^-h^*$ pair is less favorable than anatase structure. Therefore, every electronic structure of anatase TiO$_2$ material from its crystalline structure is more inclined to photocatalytic process in comparison to rutile TiO$_2$ polymorph because anatase structure has small and indirect band gap and the $e^-h^*$ pair is more favorable.

3.3. Surface properties

Surface chemistry is an interesting and challenging topic in photocatalytic applications. In this case, the molecular level can be described by the combination between the surface structure and the interface region, where the main reactions involving photoinduced charge carriers occur. Therefore, the understanding of surface chemical reactions plays a fundamental role in
the description of chemical bond between surface and adsorbed molecules, which are the fundamental basis to clarify the material photocatalytic activity [14, 15].

Recently, a lot of theoretical studies show the benchmark of DFT methods to reproduce the main effects behind the catalytic behavior of transition metal surfaces [49, 50]. For example, Cheng and co-workers systematically investigate the water splitting along rutile (110) surfaces combining DFT and molecular dynamics [51]. In addition, Migani and Blancafort studying the photocatalytic oxidation of methanol on TiO$_2$ (110) surfaces through DFT/HSE06 calculations highlighted the role of excitons to produce formaldehyde [52]. Several related reports have appeared recently in the literature, as described by Nolan and co-authors that summarize the main advances in ab initio-based design of photocatalytic surfaces [53].
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